
CHILDREN’S PROGRAMMING CERTIFICATION

October 1  st   to December 31  st  , 2023  

This is to certify that the list set forth below identifies all programs and series aired by  CLAN

Internacional during the above-referenced calendar quarter that were originally produced and broadcast

primarily for an audience of children 12 years old and under. As a standard practice, we formatted and

aired  each  of  the  children’s  programs and  series  identified  below so  that  the total  commercial  time

(including local ad avails, promos for non-educational programs and adjacent ads running before or after

the program within the same clock hour) did not exceed 10.5 minutes per hour on weekends, and 12

minutes per hour on weekdays in compliance with the Children’s Television Act of 1990 and the rules and

regulations of the Federal Communications Commission (the “FCC”), (the “Regulations”).

None of  the  following programs or  series  included  any  commercial  spots  (including local  ad

avails, promos for non-educational programs and adjacent ads running before or after the program within

the same clock hour) that contained references to, characters or actors from, or that offered products

related  to,  the  underlying  program  or  series.  Any  instances  in  which  the  children’s  programming

commercial limits were exceeded during the referenced calendar quarter are explained in detail below. I

further certify that I have been designated by CLAN Internacional as the official responsible for oversight

of  compliance  with  the  FCC  children’s  programming  commercial  limits,  and  I  am  familiar  with  the

Regulations.

[List children’s programs run during calendar quarter]

APRENDEMOS EN CLAN 

BOOM AND REDS

BRIKO

DARWIN AND NEWTS

DINOFROZ

HEIDI BIENVENIDA A CASA

INVENTION STORY

LA GRANJA FELIZ



LA ISLA DEL TESORO

LAS TRAVESURAS DE JAIMITO

LUCKY FRED

MIS VECINOS REALES

MOMONSTERS

MONDO YAN

NINA Y OLGA

MONDO YAN

OSITO GOMINOLA

PAJAMA

PUMPKIN REPORTS A CASA

ROCKY KWATERNER

SANDRA DETECTIVE DE CUENTOS

SISSI LA JOVEN EMPERATRIZ

LUNNIS CLÁSICOS

COCINA CON CLAN

TUTU

TELMO Y TULA COCINEROS

TELMO Y TULA MANUALIDADES

TEO

TURU Y LOS TURLECOS

VERA Y EL REINO DEL ARCOIRIS

VITAMINIX

YOYO 

ZIPI Y ZAPE

ZOONICORN



I hereby declare under penalty of perjury that the foregoing is true and correct.

Executed this 10th day of January, 2024

____________________________________
Signature

Rodolfo Domínguez Alfageme 

Director commercial RTVE



CLOSED CAPTIONING RULES CERTIFICATION

October 1  st   to December 31  st  , 2023  

This is to certify that CLAN Internacional is exempt from the FCC closed captioning requirements under 
47 C.F.R. § 79.1(d)(12).

I hereby declare under penalty of perjury that the foregoing is true and correct.

Executed this 10th day of January, 2024

____________________________________
Signature

Rodolfo Domínguez Alfageme 

Director commercial RTVE
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